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Robert Young Pelton, a professional adventurer, and his team of international war correspondents

have updated this indispensable handbook for the intrepid adventurer-- a "how-to" in getting in and

out of the worldâ€²s hot spots. We are living in a dangerous world, and now more than ever people

want to know what is going on where (and why). Featuring 25 countries, The Worldâ€²s Most

Dangerous Places, 5th Edition offers a brief up-to-the-minute history of each nation, provides tips on

how to get in, out and around safely, and uncovers their dangers, from diseases, land mines, and

kidnapping to mercenaries and militias. Completely revised, this edition has a number of countries

who have been added to the hot list. With firsthand accounts of breathtaking adventure in each

country, the book also provides the latest indispensable information on contacts for

nongovernmental and rescue organizations, environmental groups, political activists, training

schools in outdoor survival, commando techniques, and other potentially life-saving advice.
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It took about five months, but I read all thousand pages of The World's Most Dangerous Places,

known to its fans as DP. The book is a breezily written cyclopedia of what can go wrong and where

as you travel the world.Presented in a gazetteer format, DP first devotes several chapters to the

different ways you can die or wish you had (stepping on a land mine, being kidnapped, intestinal

flukes). The heart of the book is the 24 following chapters devoted to different dangerous

places.Pelton and his contributors write in a jokey, jaded style. Congolese president Joseph Kabila



Junior is judged to be more sane than his father and "hasn't been quite so bad so far, but, to be fair,

it might just be that he hasn't had the time -- what with his country hosting an eight-way war, and

all." The authors note the dangers of being an American. "You don't have to go to a war zone to get

killed. Sometimes belligerents will track you down and kill you without your leaving the hotel." The

security situation in northern Algeria: "Death comes at random if you're a local, and by special

delivery if you're a foreigner. You might be safer jogging around downtown Mogadishu wearing 10

gold Rolexes and a stars-and-stripes cape."Humorous tone aside, Pelton and his reporters -- two of

whom died between editions, one being shot in the face by a Russian soldier -- accurately

summarize the history and the players in many of the world's hot spots. For example, Pelton

explains the differences among al-Fateh, Hamas, Islamic Jihad, the Al-Aqsa Martyrs' Brigade and

the three separate groups that call themselves the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine.

I've heard Robert Young Pelton speak, and he is, if anything, even more thoughtful and provocative

in person. He has written an extraordinary book that ordinary people will take to be a sensationalist

travel guide, while real experts scrutinize every page for the hard truths about the real world that

neither the CIA nor the media report. The 5th Edition is even better than the earlier version that I

distributed to all the professional intelligence officers attending the annual Open Source Intelligence

(OSINT) conference, so I am going to distribute the new improved version.Unlike clandestine case

officers and normal foreign service officers, all of them confined to capital cities and/or relying on

third party reporting, Robert Young Pelton actually goes to the scene of the fighting, the scene of the

butchery, the scene of the grand thefts, and unlike all these so-called authoritative sources, he

actually has had eyeballs on the targets and boots in the mud.I have learned two important lessons

from this book, and from its author Robert Young Pelton:First, trust no source that has not actually

been there. He is not the first to point out that most journalists are "hotel warriors", but his veracity,

courage, and insights provide compelling evidence of what journalism could be if it were done

properly. Government sources are even worse--it was not until I heard him speak candidly about

certain situations that I realized that most of our Embassy reporting--both secret and open--is largely

worthless because it is third hand, not direct.Second, I have learned from this book and the author

that sometimes the most important reason for visiting a war zone is to learn about what is NOT

happening.
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